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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current light water reactor analysis, the neutronics
analysis procedure is divided into two stages – the lattice
physics and the core calculations. The former is to make
a tabulated cross section set for the latter, commonly on
the basis of homogenized fuel assemblies or fuel pincells.
The latter performs simulations to obtain the neutronics
characteristics of a core. Since the overall performance of
a core analysis system is dominated by a weak link in its
cascade, the lattice physics and the core analysis codes
equally share the responsibility for prediction accuracy.

Improvements in fuel design are continuously
performed in order to reduce fuel cycle cost and to increase
plant performance. Though such fuel design changes are
aimed at improving neutron economy, mechanical behavior
and/or thermal hydraulics performance, they may pose
challenging situations for a nuclear design code, e.g., when
advanced burnable poison containing various burnout
speeds, offset water rods of complicated shape and highly
heterogeneous fuel such as MOX are involved. In order
to handle these issues and to maintain prediction accuracy
for neutronics design, continuous efforts are being
undertaken by many researchers and engineers.

Development of the AEGIS code is one of these
ongoing efforts to improve accuracy and to increase the
capability of lattice physics computation.

The AEGIS code is a lattice physics code developed
by Nuclear Engineering Ltd. in cooperation with Nagoya
University and Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. The primary
purpose of the AEGIS code is the preparation of a cross
section set for the SCOPE2 code, which is a three-
dimensional pin-by-pin core analysis simulator developed
by Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd. [1]. At this stage of
development, goals for the AEGIS code are as follows:

1) Incorporate the latest developments in lattice physics
computation.

2) Incorporate calculation models as rigorously as possible,
considering practical computation time.

3)Eliminate the conventional "pin-cell" calculation for
spatial homogenization and energy condensation in
order to reduce uncertainty.

4)Develop and incorporate innovative numerical
algorithms for higher calculation efficiency.

5)Enable not only single fuel assembly calculation, but
also large scale calculations, such as for a whole core,
that can be carried out with a consistent lattice physics
computation model.
In Section 2, various calculation models and numerical

algorithms to achieve the above objectives are described.
Verification and validation results of the calculation models
adopted in the AEGIS code are presented in Section 3.
Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

AEGIS is a lattice physics code incorporating the latest advances in lattice physics computation, innovative calculation
models and efficient numerical algorithms and is mainly used for light water reactor analyses. Though the primary objective
of the AEGIS code is the preparation of a cross section set for SCOPE2 that is a three-dimensional pin-by-pin core analysis
code, the AEGIS code can handle not only a fuel assembly but also multi-assemblies and a whole core geometry in two-
dimensional geometry. The present paper summarizes the major calculation models and part of the verification/validation
efforts related to the AEGIS code.
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2. METHODOLOGIES

2.1 Cross Section Library
The AEGIS code has two different cross section

libraries: the multi-group cross section library and the
ultra-fine group cross section library.

The multi-group cross section library contains cross
sections of various nuclides with their dependencies on
temperature and background cross section. Though the
ultra-fine group cross section library is usually used for
the resonance calculation as described later, the AEGIS
code can also perform neutronics calculations using only
the multi-group cross section library if the equivalence
theory is used to prepare effective microscopic cross
sections.

The multi-group cross section library is generated
through the cross section processing code, NJOY [2].
The multi-group cross section library of the AEGIS code
has the following features:

• It is based on the latest nuclear data library, ENDF/B-
VII [3]. In addition to ENDF/B-VII, ENDF/B-VI.8
and JENDL3.3 can be used as the alternative cross
sections.

• It contains 43 heavy nuclides and 305 other nuclides
including 193 fission products so that it can cover the
U-Pu burnup chain (i.e., typical U and MOX fuels)
and the Th-U burnup chain (Th fuel). Furthermore,
various burnable poisons, i.e., B, Cd-In, Eu-Gd, Gd
and Er-Tm can be treated.

• The XMAS energy group structure with 172 energy
groups is adopted considering the balance between
calculation accuracy and computation time [4]. Since
the AEGIS code performs assembly transport
calculation using the library energy group, a more
detailed energy group structure such as the 281 group
SHEM would require a considerable longer
computation time, though such a detailed energy
group structure offers better accuracy.

• Anisotropic scattering cross sections up to the P3
component are stored for light nuclides (e.g., H, O),
structural nuclides (e.g., Fe) and major heavy nuclides
(e.g., U). This is because the impact of the anisotropic
scattering could be significant for MOX fuels in which
angular flux distributions show skewed shapes [5].
Furthermore, advanced fuel assemblies appearing in
generation-IV reactors have strong heterogeneity; thus,
they also require precise treatment of anisotropic
scattering. The previous studies on anisotropic
scattering suggest that treatment up to the P3
components has sufficient accuracy for highly
heterogeneous fuels such as MOX [5].

• Dependence of microscopic cross section on the
temperature and the background cross section is
considered for all energy ranges, even for scattering
matrices. In conventional lattice physics codes such

as WIMS, dependence of the microscopic cross section
on the background cross section is considered only
for the groupwise cross sections (e.g., capture, fission,
and total cross sections) in the resonance energy range.
Similarly, temperature dependence is treated only for
the groupwise cross sections in the resonance energy
range. Even though such treatments contribute to the
reduction of the size of a cross section library, it may
become a source of error. The cross section library of
the AEGIS code can avoid such potential inaccuracy.

• The thermal cut-off energy is set to 4.0eV in order to
sufficiently cover the upscattering. Since there are
several resonances in Pu isotopes, higher thermal cut-
off energy is important for accurate prediction, especially
for MOX fuel.
The ultra-fine energy group library contains point-

wise cross sections of all nuclides treated in the multi-
group cross section library (thus, 43 heavy and 305 other
nuclides). The ultra-fine group cross section library is
used to perform the resonance calculation based on the
ultra-fine energy group spectrum method. The major
features of this cross section library are summarized as
follows:

• All the data are based on ENDF/B-VII
• The energy range from 10MeV to 0.1eV is divided into

32,000 groups. Notably, the energy range below 10keV,
which covers the resolved resonance range for major
nuclides, is divided into very fine groups. The number
of energy groups is chosen from preliminary sensitivity
calculations [6].

• Temperature dependence is explicitly considered.
The above two different cross section libraries are

both managed with an index-type structure. Similar to the
cross section libraries of the continuous energy Monte-
Carlo code MCNP [7] or MVP [8], cross sections for a
nuclide are stored in an independent file and collections
of the cross section files are managed with an index file,
in which correspondence between a nuclide name and its
actual data file is defined as a list. The AEGIS code accesses
the index file first, and then the required microscopic cross
section is loaded on an on-demand basis. Since cross
sections of different nuclides are stored in independent
files, management and maintenance are easy. For example,
we can easily change a cross section of a particular nuclide
for a sensitivity analysis, which is commonly carried out
to investigate the impact of nuclear data on the core (fuel
assembly) characteristics.

Cross section library files are generated through the
NJOY code [2]. Since the number of processed nuclides
is large, a dedicated pre- and post- processing system for
the NJOY code is developed and used [9]. The pre-
processing code automatically generates an input data
file for NJOY from minimal user supplied input data and
the execution environment for subsequent calculations of
NJOY. After the NJOY calculations, the post-processing
code corrects generated cross sections from NJOY in the
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MATXSR format, and then performs post editing to
generate the final product, i.e., the cross section library
for AEGIS.

2.2 Resonance Calculation
2.2.1 Overview

Accuracy of the effective cross section is one of the
dominant factors affecting the prediction accuracy of a
neutronics evaluation. Evaluation of the effective cross
section, i.e., the resonance calculation, is a complicated
task and thus various resonance calculation methods have
been developed. In this context, the specific resonance
calculation method could be a unique feature of a lattice
physics code.

In the AEGIS code, two resonance calculation methods
are used – the equivalence theory and the ultra-fine group
spectrum calculation method. The basic equivalence theory
based on Wigner's rational approximation [10] is used for
the unresolved energy range since the accuracy of the
effective cross section in this energy range is not very
important in light water reactor analysis. The resolved
resonance energy range, which dominates the accuracy
of the lattice physics computation, is treated by the ultra-
fine group method [6]. In the following subsections, details
of the resonance calculation method focusing on the ultra-
fine group method are described.

2.2.2 Ultra-Fine Group Method
The AEGIS code adopts the ultra-fine group spectrum

calculation method for the resolved energy range. Its
accuracy is very good since the ultra-fine group method
directly performs numerical calculation of the slowing
down equation in a heterogeneous geometry with actual
compositions and then calculates the effective cross section
using the resulting detailed energy spectrum. The present
method can naturally incorporate the resonance interference
effect among different nuclides, which requires a
cumbersome treatment in other resonance calculation
methods and has considerable impact on calculation
accuracy.

The neutron slowing down equation in heterogeneous
geometry is given as follows:

where
∑t,i(E) = macroscopic total cross section of region i,
Vi = volume of region i,
Pj i(E)= collision probability for collision from region j

to i,
∑s,i(E' E) = macroscopic scattering cross section of region

i from energy E' to E,

ν∑f,i(E)= macroscopic production cross section of region i,
χi(E) = fission spectrum of region i, and
φi(E) = neutron scalar flux of region i.

When the multi-group approximation is applied to Eq.
(1), and assuming a constant neutron flux and cross section
within a fine energy group, we have Eq. (2):

where
fg = energy group index in ultra-fine group structure,
∑t, f, fg = macroscopic total cross section of region f in

group fg,
φf, fg = neutron scalar flux of region f in group fg,
Vf = volume of region f,
Vj = volume of region j,
Pj f, fg = collision probability for collision from region j to

region f in group fg,
Sj, fg = scattering source of region j in group fg, and
χj, fg = fission spectrum of region j in group fg.

In the ultra-fine group method, the energy width for a
fine group is set to be sufficiently small, satisfying the
assumption of a constant cross section and neutron flux
in the fine group. Typical lethargy widths in the ultra-fine
group cross section library of the AEGIS code are
0.00005~0.00025 (for 5keV-1keV) and 0.0012~0.00029
(for 1keV-1eV), which are derived by the above discussion
and sensitivity calculations.

When the scattering source is assumed to be dominated
by the elastic scattering, the scattering source is given by
Eq. (3):

where
∑es,j,k,fg’ = macroscopic elastic scattering cross section for

region j, nuclide k, group fg' (=σes,j,k,fg’Nk),
φj,fg’ = neutron scalar flux at region j, group fg,
∆Efg’ = energy width of group fg',

αk=( Ak-1Ak+1)
2
, where Ak is the mass number of the nuclide

k, and
–
Efg’ = average energy of group fg'.

Eqs. (2) and (3) compose a recurrent relation on the
energy groups. Thus, the above slowing down equation
can be easily solved from higher energy to lower energy.
It should be noted that the up-scatter of neutrons is not
taken into account in the ultra-fine group calculation due
to a computation time consideration. Instead, the energy
group structure of the multi-group cross section library
(XMAS structure) can directly handle the resonance at
epithermal regions, i.e., the fine energy structure is adopted
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for the important resonances of the heavy nuclides in
epithermal to thermal energy ranges, e.g., 1.0eV resonance
of 240Pu and 0.3eV of 239Pu.

Once the neutron spectrum in the ultra-fine group is
obtained, the effective cross section of each nuclide is
given by:

where
σx,g = microscopic effective cross section of multi-group g,

reaction x, and
σx,fg= microscopic cross section of ultra-fine group fg,

reaction x.
Though Eq. (2) can be used for an arbitrary geometry,

direct application to a whole fuel assembly is not practical
due to computation time. Thus, the ultra-fine group
spectrum calculation is applied at the pin-cell geometry
in the AEGIS code. The treatment of position dependency
of the effective cross section will be described in the next
subsection.

The ultra-fine group calculation is sometimes performed
in an approximated one-dimensional cylindrical geometry
with the white boundary condition. However, based on the
preliminary sensitivity calculations, the square shape of a
fuel cell is explicitly treated in the AEGIS code in order
to increase the accuracy of the effective cross section [6].

The collision probability calculation in the one-
dimensional cylindrical geometry can be efficiently carried
out, but that in a two-dimensional square-cell requires the
ray trace approach and numerical integration, for which
considerable computation time is necessary. Therefore,
the collision probability in a fuel cell is pre-tabulated for
various fuel, clad and moderator cross sections, and the
collision probabilities are evaluated by the interpolation
in the ultra-fine group calculations. This approach greatly
contributes to reduction of computation time [6].

A further idea is also implemented to improve the
calculation efficiency of the slowing down source in the
ultra-fine group calculation of the AEGIS code. One of
the most time-consuming parts in the ultra-fine group
spectrum calculation is the slowing down source calculation,
especially when light nuclides such as hydrogen are
included. Therefore, the slowing down source in the
moderator region is given as 1/E and no slowing down
source calculation is carried out in the moderator region.
Nuclides in pellet and cladding regions are classified into
four categories according their mass, i.e., hydrogen (A=1),
oxygen (A=16), other light to medium nuclides (A<90)
and heavy nuclides (A≥90). By applying this grouping, the
computation time for the slowing down calculation can
be significantly reduced, since explicit consideration of
the slowing down energy range for each nuclide can be

avoided. The approximations used in the ultra-fine group
calculations of the AEGIS code do not have significant
impact on the accuracy of effective cross sections [6].

In a homogeneous system, the multi-group cross section
given by Eq. (4) can exactly reproduce the reference
reaction rate obtained in the ultra-fine group calculation.
However, this is not true in a heterogeneous system
because of the energy condensation error in the cross
sections. Equation (4) implicitly assumes that the neutron
flux obtained in a multi-group transport calculation, which
utilizes the collapsed ultra-fine group cross section, is
identical to the energy integrated value of the ultra-fine
group flux. However, in reality, they are not identical due
to the inability to retrieve the reference currents of the
ultrafine group calculation.

In order to mitigate the error of the cross section
condensation, the AEGIS code adopts the SPH method
for energy condensation [6]. Reaction rates obtained by
the multi-group transport calculation in a heterogeneous
geometry can reproduce those obtained by the ultra-fine
group spectrum calculation. The SPH method is applied
by the following procedures:

1)Ultra-fine group spectrum calculation is carried out
using Eq. (2) and then the effective cross section in
multi-group (172 groups) structure is evaluated using
Eq. (4).

2)A one-group transport calculation is carried out using
the effective cross section obtained in (1) and the
slowing down source for the multi-group structure is
obtained in the ultra-fine group calculation.

3) The SPH factor is estimated using Eq.(5).

where
µi,g = the SPH factor of region i, multi-group g,
φi,fg = neutron flux of region i, ultra-fine group fg, and
φi,g = neutron flux of region i, multi-group g.

4)The effective microscopic cross sections are corrected
using Eq. (6).

5)Steps (2) to (4) are repeated until the SPH factor
converges.
By correcting the multi-group effective cross section,

the reaction rate obtained in the multi-group transport
calculation, i.e., ~σi,x,gφi,g, becomes consistent with that of
the reference reaction rate obtained by the ultra-fine group
calculation, i.e., ∑

fg∈g
φf,fgσx,fg. This is clear from Eqs. (4), (5)

and (6). The previous study suggests that the effect of the
SPH factor in the energy condensation is approximately
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0.3~0.4%∆k/k, which is not trivial [6].
The ultra-fine group calculation is applied not only to

fuel cells, but also for control rod cells since the control
rod material includes resonance nuclides such as Ag, In,
and Cd [11].

2.2.3 Calculation of Position Dependent Effective
Cross Section

In actual fuel assemblies, the effective cross sections
at every fuel rod position are different due to the existence
of guide thimbles, water holes, water gaps and so on.
Therefore, the position dependency of the effective cross
section should be taken into account in a fuel assembly
calculation.

In the AEGIS code, the effective cross section in the
resolved resonance energy range is calculated by the ultra-
fine group method, but it is applied to only a unit fuel cell.
Estimation of the position dependent effective cross section
with the ultra-fine group method will be time consuming,
since the ultra-fine group calculation should be repeatedly
carried out for every fuel cell. In order to reduce
computation time, the position dependent effective cross
sections are evaluated through the Dancoff factor [12] in
the AEGIS code.

First, the ultra-fine group spectrum calculations are
carried out for each fuel cell type assuming three different
ideal cell pitches. The relation between the Dancoff factor
and the effective cross section can be pre-tabulated from
these results. Then, the Dancoff factor for each fuel cell
inside a fuel assembly is estimated by the neutron current
method, which will be described later. Once the position
dependent Dancoff factors are obtained, we can evaluate
the position dependent effective cross section by
interpolating the pre-tabulated table based on the relation
between the Dancoff factor and the effective cross section.
When there are multiple types of fuel cell in a fuel
assembly, e.g., low, middle and high Pu content MOX fuel
cells, the above procedure is repeatedly applied.

The present approach relies on the following two
assumptions. First, the Dancoff factor is evaluated based
on the black fuel assumption in which a very large cross
section is used for fuel. In reality, the fuel cross section
takes a different value in each energy group; thus, the
Dancoff factor would be group dependent. Secondarily,
relations between the Dancoff factor and the effective
cross section are similar both in a fuel cell and in a fuel
assembly. The validities of these two assumptions are
confirmed through preliminary calculations that indicate
a good and unified correlation among the Dancoff factors
and the effective cross sections both for a fuel cell and a
fuel assembly [13].

The Dancoff factor is evaluated by the neutron current
method using MOC [14]. Though the Dancoff factor is
traditionally evaluated by the collision probability method,
it will require prohibitive computation time for a large

geometry such as a fuel assembly or an entire core. Since
the neutron current method utilizes MOC, it yields a
position dependent Dancoff factor in a large and
complicated geometry with a short computation time. 

An original definition of the Dancoff factor is given
by the ratio of numbers of incoming neutrons at the
isolated and lattice geometries. When the fuel region is
considered as black and no neutron source exists in the
fuel region, neutron scalar flux at the fuel region and the
number of neutrons coming into the fuel region have a
proportional relationship. Therefore, we can evaluate the
Dancoff factor by Eq. (7):

where
I0 = number of incoming neutrons into fuel region at an

isolated system,
I = number of incoming neutrons into fuel region at an

lattice system,
φ0 = neutron flux in fuel region at an isolated system, and
φ = neutron flux in fuel region at an lattice system.

Equation (7) suggests that the Dancoff factor can be
evaluated by the neutron scalar flux at the fuel region, which
can be easily obtained by MOC.

The actual calculation procedure for the neutron current
method is as follows:

1)Total cross sections for all regions except for fuel are
assumed to be equal to the magnitude of the potential
scattering cross section. Though the value of the
potential scattering cross section is used for the total
cross section, the scattering cross sections for all regions
including fuel regions are assumed to be zero; i.e., the
total cross section is equal to the absorption cross
section in each region.

2)Neutron source intensity for all regions except for the
fuel region is assumed to be the same as the magnitude
of the potential scattering cross section, which is
derived by the assumption of the narrow resonance
approximation.

3)The total cross section of the fuel region is set to be a
sufficiently large value, e.g., 105[1/cm], which
represents the black assumption of fuel. The scattering
cross section for the fuel region is set to be zero.

4)Neutron source intensity for the fuel region is set to
zero at the fuel region.

5)One-group fixed source transport calculation is
performed for an isolated system, in which the fuel
region in question is put in a sufficiently large moderator.

6) Neutron scalar flux is estimated in step (5).
7)One-group fixed source transport calculation is

performed for a lattice system, which corresponds to
actual geometry.
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8)The neutron scalar flux of fuel regions is estimated in
step (7)

9)The Dancoff factor is evaluated from the ratio of scalar
neutron flux levels obtained in steps (6) and (8).
In the neutron current method, a one-group transport

calculation without scattering is carried out. Since the
asymptotic convergence rate of MOC is equal to the
scattering ratio, the above calculation is efficiently carried
out by MOC. Typically, one or two transport sweeps are
sufficient to obtain a converged result; thus, computation
time is short. For example, estimation of the Dancoff
factor for each fuel pin in a two-dimensional whole PWR
will require less than 10 seconds on an affordable PC by
the neutron current method.

2.3 Assembly Transport Calculation
2.3.1 Overview

Once the effective cross section in each material has
been generated, a transport calculation on the fuel assembly
is carried out in an explicit heterogeneous geometry with
the library energy group structure, i.e., 172 groups. This
is one of the features of the AEGIS code. Neither energy
condensation nor homogenization is carried out prior to
the assembly transport calculation. Thus, errors due to
energy condensation and homogenization can be avoided,
contributing to accurate evaluation of the neutronics
property of a highly heterogeneous fuel assembly.

The method of characteristics [15][16][17][18][19]
[20][21][22] is used for the assembly transport calculation
due to its efficiency for handling a large and complicated
geometry. Various numerical techniques are adopted for
efficient execution of the assembly transport calculation,
e.g., the ray tracing method, the acceleration method, and
the polar angle quadrature set. In the following subsections,
these numerical techniques are described.

2.3.2 Geometry Handling
Geometry handling is one of the most difficult issues

in assembly transport calculation since various complicated
geometries can appear in a fuel assembly. There are two
approaches to address this issue. The first one is hard-
coding, i.e., to prepare dedicated geometry routines in the
transport calculation module. When the types of geometry
which may appear in the target reactor types are limited,

the first approach can be an efficient solution. The second
approach is the utilization of a generalized geometry
routine that can handle arbitrary geometries. Though the
implementation of the second approach would be more
difficult than that of the first approach, the second approach
offers inherent flexibility in geometry handling.

The AEGIS code adopts the second approach. Two
different numerical techniques are used, i.e., factorial
geometry [23] for flux region definition and combinatorial
geometry [24] with R-function [25] for material region
definition.

The concept of factorial geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
Factorial geometry represents a complicated figure by
means of a combination of simple figures. In the AEGIS
code, any combination of circles and lines can be treated,
which allows the code to cover almost all geometries that
appear in the fuel assembly of any reactor type.

One distinguished feature of factorial geometry is the
automated generation of a region number index for each
flat flux region, as shown in Fig. 2. The neutron flux and
source are assumed to be constant in each flux region in
the AEGIS code, which is a common treatment of MOC.
Thus, a fine background mesh division would be necessary
to suppress the spatial discretization error. Assigning
region number indices to such fine background meshes
is, of course, cumbersome. Factorial geometry offers a
solution for this issue.
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In the AEGIS code, the material region is assigned
using combinatorial geometry, since fine background mesh
division is not necessary for the material region. The
concept of R-function is adopted to distinguish each
region that can be defined by a mathematical equation,
e.g., inside a circle.

The AEGIS code aims at handling not only a fuel
assembly, but also larger and more complex shapes, such
as the entire core of a commercial power reactor, in two-
dimensional geometry. Since direct specification of
geometry for such a large set of shapes requires
considerable work, the repeated (lattice) geometry is
adopted in two-levels, i.e., for the cell and fuel assembly.
A fuel assembly can be specified as a repeated structure
of unit cells, which are constructed from a combination
of lines and circles. A core is then constructed from fuel
assemblies. This approach has good affinity with the
structure of the current power reactors, and preparation
of input data is significantly simplified through this
approach.

Since the AEGIS code can handle very complicated
geometry, it has an auxiliary code, CLIP, which can plot
the ray trace information in the AEGIS code. By using
the CLIP code, one can easily check the validity of the
assignment of flat flux and material regions.

2.3.3 Ray Trace
The ray trace method may have a significant impact

on the calculation time and accuracy of a transport solver
when using the method of characteristics. The AEGIS
code utilizes the macroband method [26] for ray tracing
of a unit cell and adopts non-uniform ray trace widths
based on the Gauss-Legendre quadrature set [27].

The conventional macroband method puts equidistant
ray traces between geometrically singular points such as
intersection or tangential points. The spatial behavior of
angular flux may be discontinuous at the singular points;
thus, spatial integration of angular flux beyond the singular
point can be a cause of significant spatial discretization
error. Therefore, use of the macroband method can
contribute to reduce the spatial discretization error of a
coarse ray trace. The macroband method is applied at the
unit cell level in the AEGIS code since direct application
of the macroband method to a whole fuel assembly could
result in overly narrow ray separation, due to the existence
of many geometrically singular points inside a fuel
assembly.

This approach also provides another way of increasing
the efficiency of ray tracing: the memory reduction on
macroband method, or MRMB [27]. In a common LWR
fuel assembly, there are many cells with identical geometry.
The ray trace information for a cell type can be repeatedly
applied to all cells having identical geometry, which
contributes to reducing memory storage and computation
time.

In the conventional macroband method, ray separation

is uniform between the geometrically singular points.
However, in order to increase the accuracy of the spatial
integration of the angular flux by the ray trace, non-uniform
ray separation is applied as shown in Fig. 3. The weight
(i.e., ray separation) and position of ray traces are chosen
from the Gauss-Legendre quadrature set. Numerical
integration using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature set of
N-th order can exactly treat polynomials up to N+1-th
order. Therefore, the accuracy of spatial integration can
be increased if the spatial angular flux distribution is
sufficiently smooth. As described above, since no singular
point appears in the integrand, use of the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature set has good affinity with the macroband
method.

When the macroband method is applied for a unit
cell, ray traces are not contiguous at the cell boundary.
Therefore, the angular flux is linearly interpolated at cell
boundaries in the AEGIS code.

2.3.3 Quadrature Set
In MOC, angular flux distributions along the azimuthal

and polar directions are treated through discretization.
Since the angular flux distribution for the azimuthal
direction is very bumpy in heterogeneous geometry, a
uniform angular division is applied for the azimuthal
direction. However, for the polar direction, angular flux
is rather smooth; thus, a dedicated quadrature set can
reduce the discretization error for the polar direction
[28][29][30] .

When isotropic scattering is assumed, the polar
integrated angular flux calculation on a particular ray
trace using MOC is equivalent to that using the collision
probability method [30]. In the collision probability
method, the polar angle integration is analytically carried
out; thus, the collision probability is expressed with the
Bickely-Naylor function in generalized two-dimensional
geometry. On the other hand, angular integration for the
polar direction is carried out through numerical integration
with a specific quadrature set in MOC. Therefore, by
choosing appropriate polar angles and their associated
weights used for numerical integration that well reproduce
the Bickley-Naylor function, the accuracy of MOC can
be increased. Under this consideration, the optimized
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quadrature set is derived by minimizing Eq. (8):

where
Kin (x) = the Bickley-Naylor function of n-th order,
KiAn (x) = the approximated Bickley-Naylor function using

numerical integration,
θ = polar angle (measured from normal to two-

dimensional plane),
ωm = weight of the m-th polar angle,
θm = m-th polar angle, and
N0 = number of divisions for polar angle. (N0=1~3 in

Ref. [30]).
The derived quadrature set for the polar angle, i.e.,

the Tabuchi-Yamamoto optimized quadrature set for the
polar angle (TY-opt), is summarized in Table 1 [30]. The
TY-opt quadrature set significantly reduces discretization
error for the polar angle, and two polar angle divisions is
commonly sufficient for LWR fuel assembly analysis.

2.3.4 Acceleration
The convergence of MOC is dominated by two ratios,

i.e., the scattering ratio (the ratio of scattering to total
cross sections) and the dominance ratio (the ratio of the
first higher eigenvalue to the fundamental eigenvalue). In
typical LWR applications, the scattering ratio is close to
unity due to extensive scattering of the moderator material,
and the dominance ratio may also be close to unity when
a large configuration such as the entire core of a LWR is
considered. Therefore, an acceleration method is necessary
to obtain a converged flux solution within a practical
computation time.

In the AEGIS code, the generalized coarse mesh
rebalance (GCMR) method is applied [31][32]. GCMR
acceleration is a unified method of the coarse mesh
rebalance (CMR) [33] and the coarse mesh finite difference
(CMFD) accelerations [34][35][36][37][38]. In the GCMR
method, the net neutron current between regions is given
by Eq. (9):

where
i = transport sweep index,
n = mesh index,
Ji

net,n,n+1 = net neutron current between mesh n and n+1,
αi

n, βi
n = GCMR parameters,

φi
s,n = surface flux at region n, and

–φn = region average neutron flux.
Once αi

n is fixed as a specific value, another coefficient
βi

n can be determined, since the neutron net current (Ji
net,n)

and scalar fluxes (φi
s,n, –φn) are taken from MOC, though

they may not be fully converged.
The similar relation for mesh n+1 is given by Eq. (10):

The parameter βi
n+1 can be determined through the

same procedure for mesh n. Finally, applying the continuity
condition for surface fluxes, i.e., φi

s,n=φi
s,n+1, the following

relation can be obtained:

Since Eq. (11) has a form consistent with that of a
conventional differential equation, we can reconstruct a
corrected finite-difference form for the neutron flux. By
solving the corrected finite-difference equation, a better
estimate for neutron flux for each region is obtained and
the neutron scalar flux of each region in MOC is forced
to match with this result (prolongation).

Choice of the acceleration parameter has significant
impact on the convergence behavior. GCMR becomes
identical to CMR when the value of αi

n is 1/2, while it is
identical to CMFD when the value is 2Dn/∆hn, where Dn

and ∆hn are the diffusion coefficient and the mesh width,
respectively. Unfortunately, both methods have numerical
instability for optically thin and/or thick mesh. In the
AEGIS code, the initial value of αi

n is set to be 2Dn/∆hn.
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(8)

Table 1. Tabuchi-Yamamoto's Optimized Quadrature Set for
Polar Angle (TY-opt.)

Number of polar divisions

1) Angle (θ) is measured from z-axis.

1

2

3

0.798184

0.363900

0.899900

0.166648

0.537707

0.932954

1.000000

0.212854

0.787146

0.046233

0.283619

0.670148

sinθ1) ω(weight)

(9)

(10)

(11)



When the optical thickness of a mesh exceeds unity, αi
n is

set to be larger than 2Dn/∆hn by multiplying a factor which
is proportional to the optical thickness of the mesh. By
applying GCMR, typically ten to twenty transport sweeps
are sufficient to obtain converged results regardless of
the size of the problem, i.e., from a pincell to an entire
LWR core.

2.3.5 Anisotropic Scattering
In conventional lattice physics computation, implicit

treatment of anisotropic scattering, i.e., the transport
correction, is often used. However, for a highly
heterogeneous fuel assembly such as MOX fuel, explicit
treatment of anisotropic scattering is desirable for accurate
prediction [5]. In the AEGIS code, the anisotropy of the
scattering source is treated through the spherical harmonics
expansion:

where
φL,M,g = angular flux moment of (L,M)-th order in group

g, and
RL,M(Ω

→

m)= the real spherical harmonics function of (L,M)-
th order.

Since the AEGIS code performs a transport calculation
in two-dimensional geometry, the symmetry of the angular
flux distribution for the upper and lower hemi-spheres is
taken into account in order to suppress the number of
expansion coefficients of angular flux distribution stored
during a calculation. Only even moments of the angular
flux are stored during computation when considering the
symmetry.

2.4 Burnup Calculation
2.4.1 Overview

The burnup chain used in the AEGIS code consists of
28 heavy nuclides and 193 fission products, covering not
only the U-Pu cycle but also the Th-U cycle. Very detailed
treatment of fission products makes it possible to avoid
treating lumped fission products[39].

In order to accurately handle the detailed burnup chain
that has short-lived nuclides, a new burnup solver based
on the Krylov subspace method is used in the AEGIS
code [40]. Furthermore, the projected predictor-corrector
method [41], which reduces discretization error resulting
from using a constant reaction rate during a burnup step,
is also developed and implemented in the AEGIS code.
These two major numerical methods are described in the
following sections.

2.4.2 Krylov Subspace Method for the Burnup
Equation

Variation of nuclide number densities during burnup
can be obtained by solving the following burnup equation
in the AEGIS code.

where
Ni = nuclide number density,
γji = production of nuclide i through fission of nuclide j,
σf,j = microscopic fission cross section of nuclide j,
φ = neutron flux,
σc,i-1 = microscopic capture cross section of nuclide i-1,
σn,2n,i+1 = microscopic (n,2n) cross section of nuclide i+1,

and
σa,i = microscopic absorption cross section of nuclide i.

The burnup equation given by Eq. (13) has a first-order
differential form in time. When the number densities are
treated as a vector, Eq. (13) can be re-written as Eq. (14),
which is in a more general form:

where
N
→

= vector of nuclide number densities appearing in the
burnup equation, and

A = burnup matrix whose elements are coefficients of
the burnup equation.

The solution of Eq. (14) is given by the following
analytical form:

where
exp(A∆t) is a matrix exponential.

Various numerical methods can be used to evaluate
the matrix exponential [42]. However, when the
disintegration rate (decay and/or absorption rate) of a
nuclide is very large, the norm of the burnup matrix
becomes large, resulting in serious round-off error due to
poor convergence behavior of the Taylor series expansion
of the matrix exponential. Many conventional numerical
methods, e.g., the matrix exponential method [43] and
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, rely on the Taylor
series expansion; thus, direct utilization of these methods
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(12)

(14)

(15)

(13)



may suffer from a numerical problem due to the round-
off error. In such cases, use of the scaling and squaring
method and/or the analytical solution assuming an
equilibrium state may be in order [43].

In the AEGIS code, the matrix exponential of the
burnup equation is directly evaluated by the Krylov
subspace method [40]. The rough concept and procedure
of this method is summarized as follows:

1)The predicted number density at the next burnup
step, i.e., exp(A∆t)N

→
(t), is expanded with the Krylov

subspace, which is a set of vectors defined by {N
→
(t),

(A∆t)N
→
(t), (A∆t)2N

→
(t), ..., (A∆t)m-1N

→
(t)}, and then the

expansion coefficients are obtained by a numerical
procedure shown in Ref. [40].

2)Using the coefficients obtained in step (1), the burnup
matrix, which is sparse, is converted into a smaller
dense matrix.

3)The matrix exponential of the small dense matrix
obtained in Step (2) is evaluated.

4)Using the matrix exponential of the small dense matrix
and the Krylov subspace, the number density at the
next step is evaluated.
The Krylov subspace method is particularly effective

in solving the burnup equation since the original burnup
matrix is very sparse. In the AEGIS code, the rank of the
original burnup matrix is more than two hundred, but it is
compressed to a small dense matrix whose rank is
approximately 20~30. Since the matrix exponential is
calculated only for this small matrix, the present method
offers a computationally efficient approach to evaluate
Eq. (15).

2.4.3 Projected Predictor-Corrector Method
There are two different sources of discretization error

in the numerical calculation of the burnup equation. The
first one is the temporal discretization and the second one
is the use of a constant reaction rate during a burnup step.
The AEGIS code is almost free from the former
discretization error due to the incorporation of the Krylov
subspace method. However, the latter, i.e., the assumption
of a constant reaction rate, should still be taken into account.

The assumption of a constant reaction rate may cause
a significant error when the microscopic reaction rate
rapidly changes with burnup. In LWR analysis, Gadolinia
bearing fuel causes such a situation until the Gadolinium
isotopes are burned out. In order to overcome the rapid
variation of the microscopic reaction rate, the predictor-
corrector (PC) method is commonly incorporated in
common lattice physics codes. Though the PC method is
very effective, the typical burnup step required for a
Gadolinia bearing fuel assembly is 0.2GWd/t; thus, a few
hundred steps are still necessary to deplete it.

In the conventional PC method, the number density
used in the corrector step is obtained by means of the
depletion calculation with the microscopic reaction rate
estimated in the predictor step. Thus, the number density

used at the corrector step may be "under-depleted" in the
case of Gadolinium bearing fuel pellets, since the
microscopic reaction rate rapidly increases with burnup
at the beginning of life through the middle of life.
Consequently, the microscopic reaction rate obtained in
the corrector step is also underestimated. Since the
reaction rates in the predictor and corrector steps are both
underestimated, the estimated final number density
inevitably contains error.

In the AEGIS code, the projected predictor-corrector
(PPC) method is implemented to mitigate the above
assumption [41]. The PPC method utilizes a relationship
between the number density and the microscopic reaction
rate for a nuclide to make a projection of the microscopic
reaction rate at the adequate burnup point. The actual
calculation procedure of the PPC method is as follows:

1)The microscopic effective cross section of each nuclide
is evaluated at burnup step n with the number density
(Nn). The two-dimensional transport calculation is
carried out with the evaluated macroscopic effective
cross section, followed by the estimation of the
microscopic reaction rate of each nuclide. The estimated
microscopic reaction rate is used to obtain the predictor
number density (Np

n+1) at the next burnup step n+1.
2)The microscopic reaction rate of each nuclide at burnup

step n+1 is estimated with the predicted number density
(Np

n+1), which is similar to the procedure in step (1).
The corrector number density (Nc

n+1) at step n+1 is
evaluated using the microscopic reaction rate obtained
in this step. In the conventional PC method, the average
of the predictor and corrector number densities
(Np

n+1+Nc
n+1)/2 is used as the final number density of

step n+1.
3)The "effective" microscopic reaction rates, i.e., Rp and

Rc, are calculated by Eqs. (16) and (17).

4)The effective microscopic reaction rates (Rp and Rc)
are obtained with the number densities Nn (predictor
step) and Np

n+1 (corrector step), respectively. Since
there is a fairly good linear correlation between the
number density and the corresponding microscopic
reaction rate, the effective microscopic reaction rate
for arbitrary number density N can be given by:
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5)The best estimated number density at the corrector
step so far is N=(Np

n+1+Nc
n+1)/2; thus, a more accurate

microscopic reaction rate at the corrector step is given
by Eq. (19), by substituting N=(Np

n+1+Nc
n+1)/2 into Eq.

(18):

6)By using Rc,mod, a more accurate corrector number
density is given by:

7)Finally, the number density at step n+1 is given by
Eq. (21):

Since the number of assembly transport calculations,
which is a dominant part of computation time, is
equivalent to that in the PC method, and because
additional computation for the PPC method is trivial, the
PPC method is computationally efficient. Though the
PPC method can be applied to every nuclide, it is applied
to only Gadolinium isotopes in the AEGIS code based on
preliminary sensitivity analysis. The conventional PC
method is used for other nuclides.

By adopting the PPC method, the number of burnup
steps to deplete a Gadolinium bearing fuel assembly is at
least halved. In other words, the burnup step size can be
increased at least two times without loss of accuracy.

3. VERIFICATIONS

In this section, typical verification results of the AEGIS
code are presented. Due to the complexity of a lattice
physics code, the verification results of major calculation
capabilities, i.e., transport, effective cross section and
burnup calculations, will be described followed by the
analysis result of critical experiments which shows the
soundness of the whole calculation by AEGIS. 

3.1 Transport Solver
The C5G7 benchmark problem is analyzed in order

to confirm the validity of the transport solver of the
AEGIS code, which is based on MOC [44]. The C5G7

benchmark problem consists of two UO2 and two MOX
PWR heterogeneous fuel assemblies surrounded by water
reflectors, as shown in Fig. 4. The cross sections for seven
groups for each material and geometry specified in the
benchmark problem are used in the present calculation.
Though the reference result obtained with the MCNP
code with 300 million histories is provided for the C5G7
benchmark problem, a new reference solution is evaluated
using an in-house multi-group Monte-Carlo code, which
adopts the track length estimator, with 10 billion histories
in order to reduce the statistical error and perform a more
precise comparison.

Calculation conditions used in the AEGIS code are as
follows and are defined by the sensitivity analyses on the
discretization parameters:

• Ray separation: less than 0.02cm using the Gauss-
Legendre macroband method

• Number of azimuthal angles: 128 (for 2π)
• Number of polar angles: 3 (for π/2 using the TY-opt

quadrature set)
• Background mesh: fuel and reflector cells (1.26cm×

1.26cm) are divided into 20×20 meshes in addition to
the material boundary
A comparison of pin-by-pin fission rates between the

in-house Monte-Carlo code (reference) and the AEGIS code
is shown in Figs. 5-7. The root mean square and maximum
errors of the pin-by-pin fission rate of the AEGIS code
are 0.05% and 0.25%, respectively, for the whole C5G7
benchmark configuration. The difference between the k-
effective of the reference and the AEGIS code is 0.001%.

The present result indicates that the transport solver
of the AEGIS code can provide an accurate solution for
complicated two-dimensional heterogeneous geometry
problems.
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Fig. 4. Configuration of C5G7 Benchmark Problem
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Pin-by-pin Fission Rate at Inner UO2 Fuel Assembly 
(Upper: AEGIS, Middle: Monte-Carlo, Lower: (AE-MC)/MC )

Fig. 6. Comparison of Pin-by-pin Fission Rate at Lower Left MOX Fuel Assembly 
(Upper: AEGIS, Middle: Monte-Carlo, Lower: (AE-MC)/MC)



3.2 Assembly Burnup Calculation
For the verification of the burnup capability, a

comparison with a Monte-Carlo burnup code is carried
out for PWR fuel assemblies. The continuous energy
Monte-Carlo burnup code, MVP-BURN, developed by
JAEA, is used in the present comparison [45]. Calculation
conditions are listed in Table 2.

Comparisons of assembly k-infinities are shown in
Figs. 8-10. These figures indicate that the k-infinities of
the AEGIS code well reproduce the reference results of
the MVP-BURN code. Since the assembly burnup
calculation includes all the aspects of the lattice physics
computation, the present results prove the validity of the
whole calculation process of the AEGIS code.

3.3 Isotopic Composition
The accuracy of isotopic compositions is important

not only for the neutronics analysis, but also for the source
term analysis, as it is related to factors such as heat or
gamma-ray generation. Therefore, a comparison of isotopic
compositions with the MVP-BURN data is carried out for
a pin-cell geometry. Calculation conditions are summarized
in Table 2.

The comparison results for number densities of fission
products and heavy nuclides at 30GWd/t are shown in

Figs. 11-14. The maximum error for fission product
nuclides is less than 1% and that for heavy nuclides is
less than 2%, indicating an excellent agreement of both
codes. This result is possible due to the accuracy of several
elements of the AEGIS code, such as the precise resonance
treatment with the ultra-fine group method and the reaction
rate preservation method using the SPH factor. Since the
resonance overlapping among nuclides is explicitly treated
in the AEGIS code, the number densities of particular
nuclides, such as 151Sm, which is significantly affected by
the resonance interference with 238U, is accurately predicted.

3.4 Critical Experiments
As a part of integral tests of the AEGIS code,

analyses of critical experiments are carried out. The
critical experiments performed in LWR configurations
(the B&W 1810 series critical experiments) are chosen
since this series of critical experiments is well suited for
verification of a lattice physics code for light water reactors
[46].

Calculation conditions of the AEGIS code are
summarized as follows:

Type of fuel: 2.46wt% UO2 (Core1), 2.46wt% and
1.94wt%Gd2O3+4.00wt%UO2 (Core2)

Ray separation: less than 0.2cm using the Gauss-
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Pin-by-pin Fission Rate at Outer UO2 Fuel Assembly
(Upper: AEGIS, Middle: Monte-Carlo, Lower: (AE-MC)/MC)
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Table 2. Calculation Conditions for Fuel Assembly and Isotopic Composition Analyses

Assembly calculation Isotopic composition calculation

4.1wt% UO2, 6.1wt% Puf MOX fuel assemblies
(including low, medium and high-content Pu rods),
4.1wt%UO2 including 16 Gadolinium bearing fuel

rods with 6wt%Gd2O3.

Type of fuel 4.1wt% UO2 (pin-cell geometry)

Less than 0.2cm using the Gauss-Legendre
macroband method

Ray separation
Less than 0.1cm using the Gauss-Legendre

macroband method

48 (for 2π)
Number of azimuthal

angles
64 (for 2π)

2 (for π/2 using the TY-opt quadrature set)Number of polar angles

ENDF/B-VI.8 (both for AEGIS and MVP-BURN)Nuclear data library

Krylov subspace method with the projected predictor-corrector (PPC) method (AEGIS), the Bateman
method with the predictor corrector (PC) method (MVP-BURN)

Burnup calculation
method

HFP condition (900K, 600K and 600K for pellet, cladding and moderator, respectively)Temperature

550ppmBoron concentration

0~60GWd/t 0~30GWd/tDepletion

1) 0.25GWd/t is used for MVP-BURN to reduce discretization error of coarse burnup step, since the conventional PC method is
adopted in MVP-BURN.

0.5GWd/t1) 1.0GWd/tDepletion step

4×106, 4×106, 1×107 for UO2, MOX and Gd-bearing
fuel assemblies, respectively.

106

Number of histories of
MVP-BURN (per

burnup step)

Fig. 8. Comparison of K-infinity of 4.1wt% UO2 PWR Fuel Assembly
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Fig. 9. Comparison of K-infinity of 6.1wt% Puf PWR Fuel Assembly

Fig. 10. Comparison of K-infinity of 4.1wt% UO2 - 6wt%Gd2O3 PWR Fuel Assembly
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Fig. 11. Comparison of Number Density of 4.1wt% UO2 Fuel Rod at 30GWd/t (73Ge-109Ag)

Fig. 12. Comparison of Number Density of 4.1wt% UO2 Fuel Rod at 30GWd/t(110mAg-137mBa)
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Fig. 13. Comparison of Number Density of 4.1wt% UO2 Fuel Rod at 30GWd/t(138Ba-170Er)

Fig. 14. Comparison of Number Density of 4.1wt% UO2 Fuel Rod at 30GWd/t(232Th-246Cm)



Legendre macroband method
Number of azimuthal angles: 48 (for 2π)
Number of polar angles: 2 (for π/2 using the TY-opt

quadrature set)
Nuclear data library: ENDF/B-VII
Note that axial leakage is considered through the

buckling correction in removal cross sections. K-effectives
evaluated by the AEGIS code for Cores 1 and 5 are 1.00152
and 1.00057, respectively, showing good agreement with
experiments (1.00000). Comparisons of pin-by-pin fission
rate distribution are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The errors
in pin-by-pin fission rates are small even for Gadolinia
bearing fuel rods. These results demonstrate the validity
of the AEGIS code as a whole core transport code.

4. SUMMARY

The AEGIS code is an advanced lattice physics code
mainly used for LWR analyses. In the present paper, an
overview of the calculation methodology and verification/
validation results of the AEGIS code was presented.

In order to increase the accuracy and efficiency of a
lattice physics calculation, various numerical algorithms
are implemented in the AEGIS code. The validity of the
AEGIS code is confirmed through the various benchmark
calculations.

The AEGIS code will be used as a lattice physics code
for SCOPE2, which is a three-dimensional pin-by-pin

core analysis code for PWRs. The precise physics models
implemented in the AEGIS code contribute to enhance
the robustness and fidelity of core simulations, especially
in severe situations, e.g., situations with large spectral
mismatch, strong heterogeneity and considerable variation
from the current operating conditions, which may appear
during future reactor operations.
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